In March on sunny, 30°days, I bring out my lawn chair and edit in sun glasses. Recently while reading, I've run across some ideas on words and their relationship to our English language.
The English language is continuously going through mutation and metamorphasis, incorporating new words and adding new meanings for old ones. I've always been fascinated with words and their usage. One of my Christmas presents was a book on etymology. In researching the background of words, I realized that some words in the English language have an astounding number of meanings. There are 464 different meanings for the word set. Run has 296, take 343, and get, 289. 1 As Winston Churchill noted, the written word from the British Isles has multiple, tantalizing, and spicy variations to the language spoken by Americans. When I first heard a British friend say, "The bloke left the pub, knackered, but not wanting to be an awful cheek, plopped into his pinney, grabbed his spanner and torch, and lifted his bonnet." I thought he was talking about a drunk man taking a flaming stick and toddling somewhere, tipping his hat: when I askedfor an interpretation, I learned that this fatigued person was taking a wrench and flashlight to look under the hood of his car.
Louis Carroll, writing as the cheshire cat (Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, 1865) says, "Words mean what I want them to mean." And Alice replies to him, "that's all well and good, but what if I don't know what you want them to mean." Sometimes as editors and readers, we are confused and unsure as to how words are being used. The writer knows what he or she wants them to mean, but as the reader, we're not always sure what that meaning is.
Words and language are the tools we use to move through the various levels of understanding. The lowest level in learning is that of knowledge. Knowledge of something allows us to define and identify it, but does not go further than that. As one continues to read, reinterpret, and discuss information, one is able to move through the steps of comprehension, application, analysis, and synthesis. You then can evaluate material for its significance to you."
Our goal is to have the journal provide you with information that you can use at various levels of your practice. Those of you who have recently had an edited paper returned have noticed the increase of green ink in the margins, around words and into paragraphs. That is because we are employing a new wordsmith (editor), Virginia Hanson. Her goal is to clarify your 126 LUTIER Foot & Ankle InternationallVol. 19, No. 2/March 1998 words into language which is clear, concise, and understandable to everyone. Her formidable task is to decide which of the 250 interpretations of the word strike or the 264 uses of the word turn you desire in your paper.
Often we fail. It's your responsibility as a reader to point that out to us. Letters-to-the-Editor, telephone calls, or information via cyberspace are all welcome. The words that are put together in various combinations in a journal article only begin to provide comprehensive learning for you. It should aid you in your appraisal of a body of information, allowing you to compare and contrast it to existing pages, and ultimately integrate the information to assist you in practice decisions.
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